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School Farm and Country Fair
John Taylor
Chairman of the Steering Committee (Education)
of The Suffolk Agricultural Association
On 23rd April this year 4,500 primary school
children went to Trinity Park, Ipswich
for the annual School Farm and Country
Fair. This event has gone from strength
to strength for the last 15 years, since the
Suffolk Show was cancelled due to the Foot
and Mouth in 2001.

Every conservable agriculture machine
was on show, demonstrating old and
new methods of mechanisation including
precision farming. Finally the East Anglian
Air Ambulance and Police were there to
educate the children how we respond to
Country incidents.

91 Schools attended from years 3 and 4 The success of the day is down to a large
(7-9 year olds) with their teachers and volunteer base of over 200 stewards who
many helping parents.
go round with a school class to answer
questions and also all the wonderful
This year was the largest event yet with exhibitors who put in their time for free.
500 more children visiting 80 exhibits
which were split into zones representing The tremendous sponsorship portfolio
Food, Countryside, Livestock, Displays, includes our major sponsors; the Morley
Wildlife and Conservation. The exhibitors Agricultural Foundation, The Felix Thornley
are fabulously interactive for the children Agricultural Trust and the Chadacre
and they improve each year by linking key Agricultural Trust. Many local businesses
areas used in the school curriculum.
and farmers also generously sponsor and
this money enables us to give schools a
They ground rapeseed to produce oil, grant towards their travel costs. This travel
wheat to make flour and dough, composted sponsorship may mean the difference in a
waste, discovered how vegetables grow school being able to attend or not, so it is
in the ground and then cooked them up essential to offer this to all Suffolk Schools.
to make tasty dishes to sample. They
made sausages, apple crumble and were Next year’s event will take place on 21 April
enthralled to see a cow being milked. The 2016.
most popular exhibit was for the children
to get close to the animals from our local
farms.

Since my appointment at Morley Farms seven years ago we have
had many visitors to the farm, including students, agronomists,
school children and general interest groups. But without cute
lambs and calves keeping people interested in fields of sugar beet
is difficult.
I am very keen to show what we do as farmers; growing crops,
drilling, fertilising, pest control, harvesting. Many of the online
resources available cover how to make bread from wheat or beer
from barley. But we are not bakers or brewers - we are farmers –
so how do I make that interesting to all groups.

Farming is MAGIC!
Morley Farm’s Manager David Jones talks about his
latest project to produce a series of short films showing
that farming really is magic

I have developed some techniques and ideas to help explain
arable farming by scaling everything down to a square metre,
using props and inviting people to stand in a field, not just look at
it from the edge or sit on a trailer. The ideas have become popular
with others, including FACE (Farm and Countryside Education) and
LEAF (Linking Environment And Farming), who are now using the
same principles.
Working with Pat Harvey and Susie Emmett of Green Shoot
Productions we have produced a collection of short films to
demonstrate some of the tips and techniques. The films are
hosted on a website called www.farmingismagic.co.uk, which were
funded by The Morley Agricultural Foundation and Felix Thornley
Cobbold Agricultural Trust.
We hope that next time you have some visitors to your business
you watch the films, you could just copy what we say and do or
even better develop your own stories and explanations of your
farm. There are some real interesting messages to give so let’s
make sure we do it brilliantly. Good luck sharing some of the magic
in farming.

What if we could
increase worm
biomass in the soil by
600%

In autumn Morley Farms established 8ha of black oat and vetch
cover crop. This was on a field following wheat and ahead of sugar
beet. The motivation for this was to try and increase soil health
by adding organic matter in the form of roots and shoots. The
field was ploughed in February and sugar beet established at the
end of March. NIAB made various assessments before and after
ploughing notably on 20th May 2015;* Water infiltration was 25% higher with a cover crop than
without. (water soaks into the soil quicker reducing run off and
evaporation)
* 70% increase in worm population with a cover crop than without
* 600% increase in worm biomass with a cover crop than without
(not only were there more worms but much bigger ones).
Whilst this is one field for one year the observations are very
encouraging. This has prompted the farm to establish a larger area
of cover crops in autumn 2015 with 3 different seed mixes. Look
out for more results over the next year.
The monitoring work was carried out by NIAB as part of the Defra
funded Sustainable Intensification Research Platform (SIP) that is
led by NIAB.

Picture to left: busy worm
counting at Morley

Cosmic Rays Provide Key to
New UK-Wide Soil Moisture
Observing System
A new soil moisture monitoring system is looking to
the skies for a more accurate measurement method,
and the Morley Agricultural Foundation is getting
involved.

Morley Agricultural Foundation has teamed up with the Centre for
Ecology & Hydrology to house one of the first “next-generation”
soil moisture monitoring stations in the UK. The new technology is
being rolled out across the UK as part of a national network of soil
moisture monitoring stations.
Soil moisture has traditionally been measured using a range of
instrumentation that can estimate the water content of soil within
a 1m3 of soil. As the variability in soil moisture across a field can
vary greatly, many tens or hundreds of soil moisture probes could
be needed to accurately estimate the soil moisture across a large
field. Here is where the new technology comes in; the cosmicray soil moisture sensor (the white tube seen in the photo), can
provide a single measure of soil moisture, integrating all the
variability in soil moisture within 350m of the sensor.
This new approach relies on the interaction between cosmic
rays (which originate from supernova outside our galaxy), the
atmosphere and soil moisture, to generate fast neutrons which are
continuously counted by the cosmic-ray soil moisture sensor (also
known as COSMOS sensor).
The cosmic-ray soil moisture sensor can sense fast neutrons from
depths of 15 to 70cm depending on the soil type and moisture
content. This compares to traditional soil moisture sensors,
which would require additional sensors at each depth where
soil moisture estimates are desired. Another advantage of the
COSMOS sensor is that component parts are safe to be left in a
field as there are no moving parts or radioactive elements.
The Monitoring Stations are automated; capable of sending data
by telemetry to CEH where it is quality controlled and calibrated.
In addition to the soil moisture sensors, the station also contains a
full suite of meteorological equipment and cameras that capture
time-series data at each site. This will facilitate the study of
changes in the vegetation and biomass over seasons. Figure 2
shows a year in the life of Morley.
COSMOS-UK aims to aid the research community as well as the
interests of stakeholders who host each station. Suggestions and
collaborations are welcome; please email Dr. Andrew Singer at
cosmosuk@ceh.ac.uk and follow us on Twitter @CosmosCEH.

Working on the
NFS trials

Tillage research within the New Farming Systems (NFS)
programme has shown the shallow non-inversion tillage approach
is resulting in a tighter soil profile compared to plough tillage,
which may be contributing to the lower average yields attained by
this technique. Whilst gross margins calculated within the research
programme indicated lower gross margins when using shallow
non-inversion tillage, individual farm gross margins may results in
higher returns when using this approach.
Within the wider Farming Systems programme delivered through
NIAB, there is a strong suggestion that shallow tillage approaches
are continuing to exhibit increasing soil strength due to the lack of
mechanical disturbance.
The NFS research programme has been running for 8 years and is
funded through The Morley Agricultural Foundation (TMAF) and
The JC Mann Trust. Further information on the NFS programme
can be found at: http://www.niab.com/pages/id/272/TAG_
Research_Online_News.

I am the Soils and Farming Systems Technician for NIAB and am
based at Morley. A large proportion of my work and time is spent
assessing the long-term trials funded by TMAF, both onsite at
Morley and at offsite locations. This is my first ‘proper’ job in
agriculture as I recently graduated from Lancaster University
after completing a BSc in Biological Sciences followed by a
MSc in Sustainable Agriculture & Food Security. When the job
opportunity came up at NIAB I jumped on the chance to be able
to be spend large amounts of time outside working on farm scale
projects which are industry focused.
The long-term trials funded by TMAF are based around three
main themes: fertility building, tillage and soil amendment use.
Since I started at NIAB back in June 2014 I have been carrying
out numerous assessments and analyses on these trials to build
upon the data that has been collected over the last 8 years. Due
to the ongoing support of TMAF we are able to collect valuable
quantifiable data over a long period (which is freely available)
to provide farmers with a non-biased account of how different
practices can influence a variety of factors; ranging from changes
in soil structure to impacts on yields over time.
Nathan Morris, NIAB’s Soils and Farming Systems Specialist ,who is
also based at Morley, has previously benefitted from the support
of TMAF who funded his PhD back in 2008 enabling Nathan to
study the more novel concept of strip tillage practices.
A particular highlight from my time working on these trials was the
purchase of a smaller scale muck spreader, funded by TMAF, last
year; this fantastic bit of equipment thankfully relieved me of my
duties of fork spreading muck across large plots!

NIAB’s Hazel Fielding describes her
role within the soils team based at
the Morley office

